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ELY'S COUNCIL CONFIRMS
Father Gallagher Welcomes TWICE VICTORIOUS EAGLES
AWAIT FORDHAM'S ONSLAUGHT
B.C. PROFESSOR AS JUSTICE
Italian Students to B.C.
on

Executive's Appointment

By unanimous vote the Governor's
Council approved the nomination by
Governor Joseph B. Ely of Professor Cornelius J. Moynihan of the
Boston College Law School faculty
as Special Justice of the Central
District Court of Northern Essex,
at its meeting on October 3d. Immediately after the meeting Judge
Moynihan was sworn in by His Excellency and introduced to the Lieutenant Governor and members of the
Council,

Presides Over Court

ECONOMICS CLUB
STARTS PROGRAM
The first meeting of the Economics Academy took place on Tuesday,
Oct. 9, at which Cyril O'Brien, '35,
President of the Academy, gave a
brief and general outline of the program which will be carried out this
season. The President hopes to be
able to secure speakers from various
industries and corporations, so that
the viewpoints of men of experience
may be offered to the members of
the Academy. The society this year
will be under the joint supervision
of Mr. Paul Raffery, a Boston College and Harvard Business School
graduate, and Mr. Raymond F. X.
Cahill, S. J., instructor in Economics and co-assistant with Mr. Raffery to Rev. Francis J. Driscoll, S.J.,

Judge Moynihan presided over the
Haverhill court for the first time on
Thursday, October 4th, his commission having been read by the Clerk
of Court and his induction to the
court having been made by Justice
Cavan. On the evening of the same
day the new Judge was tendered a
dinner and reception by the Haverhill Bar Association, at which three head of Department of Economics.
hundred friends were present. Boston College and the faculty of the,
law school were represented by Rev.
John B. Croeden, S.J., Dennis A.
Dooley, William J. O'Keefe, Walter
R. Morris, R. Gaynor Wellings and
John A. Canavan. Judge Moynihan
will preside at sessions of the Haverhill court on two days each week,
A special trip sponsored by the
and thus will be able to continue his Eagle Tours is planned to take the
professorship at the law school.
Boston College rooters
to the
His induction into office came as Western Maryland game.
This
a present on his twenty-ninth birtheconomical excursion is planned
day. He is a graduate of Boston especially to come within the means
College, Class of 1926, and received of every student.
It provides a
his LL.B. degree from Harvard Law splendid opportunity to see the
School in 1929. For two years be- game and at the same time to visit
fore his appointment as professor the many historic sights of old
at the law school, Judge Moynihan Baltimore.
was law clerk for the Justices of
The Eagle Tours have planned
the Supreme Judicial Court.
this especially for the student's
They
pleasure and convenience.
have included in their itinerary the
swiftest and safest transportation,
free taxi service, fine staterooms
and comfortable hotels.

SPECIAL FLYER

TAKES FANS TO
WEST. MARYLAND

JUNIORS TO HOLD
SECOND ELECTION
Maguire's Seminary
Entrance Vacates
Chair

As the departure of John Maguire
to Saint John's Seminary has left
the class of '36 without a head, the
Juniors are in the throes of a political campaign. On Tuesday, October 2, a poll was taken as to whether
the Vice-President, Tom Brennan,
should be moved up to President or
a new election be held. By a standing vote of 130-117 the Juniors decided to hold a new election for
President. However, it will be necessary to hold elections for the offices of Vice-President and A. A.
Representative, as Tom Brennan,
present Vice-President, is a candidate for President, and Tim Ready,
A. A. Representative, is a candidate

Information concerning the tour
may be obtained from Eobert MacDonald, '35, John Kenney, '35, or
Donald MacDonald, '36.

HISTORY CLUB
HEARS SWEENEY

Opening its first semester lecture
series, a large group of members of
the Ludwig Von Pastor History Society heard a talk by Mr. Raymond
Sweeney, '35, vice-president. The
paper, entitled "Napoleon the Great,
Master of Europe," explained the
military system in France at this
time and the campaigns which made
Napoleon the most powerful figure
of the age. Mr. Sweeney traced the
development of the French Empire
from the victory at Toulon to the
defeat at Waterloo, appending to
the main part of his discussion an
for Vice-President.
character delineation of
interesting
for
ofpapers
Nomination
these
fices were obtained Tuesday from the mighty Corsican.
The character portrayal of NapoJohn E. Joyce, newly elected president of the Student Council. These leon provoked a lively discussion by
papers must be in the hands of the members of the society under ChairStudent Council by Thursday, Octo- man Frederick Delaney, '35, the
main question being Napoleon's zeal
ber 11, at 1:30.
If there are more than two candi- for the advancement of his native
The suggestion that this
dates nominated in each field, there land.
will be a primary election Tuesday, question be the subject of a formal
October 16, to narrow the field to debate at the next meeting was recandidates. The final election will jected, inasmuch as this would
place too much emphasis on debatbe held, if necessary, Friday, Octo(Continued on Page 4, Col. 3)
ber 19.

Last Friday a delegation of Ital- impressed them immensely. Chemian students headed by Dott. Vito ical experiments in Italian univerBrandonino of Regio University of sities are conducted by the profes-

sors.
Most of the students have received their degrees in the Lyceum
and are on tour of America to study
the cultural, educational and athletic aspects of American colleges.
Father Mulligan expressed his appreciation and gratitude to the university students and was answered
by one of the students in English.
All biased reports which usually
precede these good-will tours were
stifled by the pleasing and quiet
personalities of these men. They
represented Universities of Rome,
Bari, Palermo and Cagliari. They
will tour as far west as Notre Dame
University.
Labs of Interest
and return to Italy in November.
They assured the Boston College
The visitors were taken through
the Science Building by Italian- men that they were on a good-will
speaking students of Boston College. tour and not "to represent the deIndividual laboratories in the Chem- struction of intellectual integrity
istry, Physics and Biology rooms characteristic of any ism."

Bari were introduced and escorted
about the campus of Boston College
by the Rev. Louis J. Gallagher, S.J.,
and the Rev. Francis J. Mulligan,
S.J. Judge Lavorni and Mr. Donovan, professor of Romance Languages, were the interpreters. The
students wore blue sack coats with
a Fascisti emblem and the name
of the university gilded on the
breast pocket, also red and blue
coned felt hats which designate the
course of studies pursued in their
respective universities.
A Latin tribute to Boston College
was read by a student of Cagliari

Cardinal Mercier Discussed By
Donelan

Fr. Rector Receives
Lou Little's Book
on Football

Treating the life and achievethe
ments of
famed Cardinal
Mercier, John F. Donelan, president
of the Literary Committee, presented the initial discourse of the
season in the third meeting of the
French Academy, Monday afternoon.

Lou Little, Coach of the Columbia
Lions, has sent an autographed copy
of his new book on "Football" to
Rev. Fr. Rector, bearing the
ing inscription: "Best wishes to
Father Gallagher, and many thanks
for your kindness to Father "Mc"
and myself in making those days at
Georgetown what they were. I am
ever grateful. Lou Little."
It is interesting to note that this
book is dedicated to Rev. Vincent S.
McDonough, S.J., who was in charge
of Athletics at Georgetown when
Lou Little was coaching there, and
Father Gallagher was Dean of the

In his consideration of Cardinal
Mercier, Mr. Donelan stressed the
unwavering courage of the prelate
in the face of terrible oppression
and injustice. The beloved Cardinal
in his private life lived most
simply, and his every thought was
the propagation of the Christian
ideal.
At the next meeting of the academy Louis Mercier will discuss the
famous war general of France,
College.
Marshal Foch.

B.C. Graduate
Former Fulton
Medalist to Be
to Head Ethics
Committee
1934 Moderator
Francis J. Carney of the faculty
Mr. Leo P. O'Keefe, S.J., newly
moderator of the Fulton of the law school has just been apDebating Society and winner of the pointed
chairman of the Committee
Fulton medal in 1929, was formally
on Ethics and Grievances of the
presented to the members of the
Fulton by its president, Grover J. American Bar Association by PresiCronin, '35, at the debating society's dent Scott M. Loftin of Florida.
regular weekly meeting held on last Mr. Carney has been a member of
Thursday in the Fulton room. Mr. this committee for the past five
O'Keefe was warmly greeted by the years and during that time has
assembled debaters and expressed served under Earle W. Evans, forhis delight at his appointment to the mer president of the Bar Association, and Judge John E. Sutherland
moderatorship of the Fulton.
The new moderator also outlined of Rochester, N. Y., as chairman.
This committee meets at regular
the season's activities and announced an innovation in the lecture intervals throughout the year and
debate system.
Instead of four considers all cases of unethical pracspeakers debating some routine sub- tice and interprets the code of legal
ject at a lecture debate, this year ethics of the American Bar Associathree members of the Fulton will tion for its thirty thousand memdiscuss the many evils of commu- bers.
nism. By doing this, Mr. O'Keefe
Mr. Carney is a graduate of Bosbelieves, the Fulton will be able to ton College, class of 1898, and recombat the propaganda of the many ceived the LL.B. degree at Harvard
communists in this country.
Law School in 1901. He has been
President Cronin announced that actively engaged in the practice of
the tryouts for membership on the law in Massachusetts for the past
During that
intercollegiate debating team will be thirty-three years.
held on October 18, one week from time he has taken a number of Bostomorrow.
Mr. Cronin also an- ton College graduates into his office,
nounced that a new censor will be at the present time having five in
elected at the next regular meeting his law office, which is located in the
of the Fulton on October 11th.
Park Square Building.
appointed

Maroon and Gold's Promised Power Threatens
to Explode as Mighty Throng- Invades
Boston
JOYCE TO LEAD
STUDENT COUNCIL
At a meeting of the members of
the Student Council, held last

Thursday

in

the

office

of

Rev.

Father Patrick J. McHugh, Dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences,

John E. Joyce of Dorchester was
elected president of the Student
Council for the 1934-35 year. Joyce
has been one of the chief point
winners for Jack Ryder's Maroon
and Gold track teams for the past
three years, and was honored with
the captaincy for the coming track
season.
The newly elected president of the
council prepared for Boston College
at English High School, where he
was one of the most consistent point
winners

in schoolboy track circles.

SENIORS WELCOME
VISITING RAMS ON
NIGHT OF GAME

The eyes of a throng of gridiron
enthusiasts will focus on the greensward of Alumni Field on Columbus
Day, when "Sleepy Jim" Crowley's
Pordham Rams face a powerful
Maroon and Gold eleven in the annual renewal of the Boston CollegeFordham classic.
A crowd of
twenty-five thousand is expected to
witness this spectacle which promises to be one of the highlights of
the eastern grid season.
For the Eagles the contest ranks
as one of the twin objectives of the
1934 season. Smarting under the
crushing defeat tendered them at
the Polo Grounds in 1933, the sole
blemish on the proud Maroon and
Gold escutcheon, the B. C. gridmen
will train their guns from the opening whistle on the heart of the big
Maroon line in a merciless assault
whose objective can be victory only.
The Ram, undaunted by the eager
intensity of the Boston attack, faces
its first major opponent of an exacting schedule which equals in severity
that of any grid unit in the country.
An outstanding helmsman among
the eastern coaching forces, Jimmy
Crowley, who, with Harry Stuhldreher, rates as the chief exponent
of the Notre Dame system east
of South Bend, brings a seasoned
eleven of giant proportions
thoroughly capable of upsetting any

with precedent the
class of '35 will play host to the
"Rams" of Fordham next Friday
evening in the Hotel Bradford's ballroom. The musical obligation has
been entrusted to Harold Doheny of
Hotel Commander fame.
Terpischore will reign from nine
to one and all indications point to
a banner evening.
The committee, headed by William J. McCarthy, '35, consists of
John Franey, '35, John Sacco, '35,
and Gerald Shea, '35. The tariff

foe along the Atlantic seaboard.
A vast majority of the Maroon

will be two dollars.

Newton Bonfire to Open
Pre-Game Rally

In keeping

EARLY START FOR
SUB TURRI PHOTOS

gladiators are tempered by the
telling heat of former engagements.
The few who have not yet won their
spurs gave warning of an undeniable
prowess in crushing little Westminster a week ago at New York by
a 57-0 score.
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 2)

STUDENT HORDE
DESCENDS ON HUB

The intense loyalty and fervent
spirit which gripped University
Heights last year will manifest it-

Monday, October 15, the
self for the first time in this 1934
Seniors will begin the sittings for
season tomorrow night when the
their pictures which will appear in
first of the now famous pre game
the Sub-Turri. It is the earnest
rallies will be inaugurated. The
hope of the editors that the class of
'34 will cooperate with them by hav- program will include a bonfire,
ing their pictures taken on the day which will
illuminate the skies
assigned to each individual. If this above Cleveland Circle at approxicooperation is gained, it will mean mately eight o'clock, to
be followed
a saving of approximately 35%, or
by an auto parade to Boston Comabout six hundred dollars, in the
cost of publication of the year-book. mon.
A police escort from Cleveland
Consequently, it may readily be
seen that this will result in a subCircle to Boston has been arranged
stantial decrease in the price of the by the Athletic Association.
volume.
The automobile procession, which
There will be a charge of two dolwill
be featured by many red flares
lars as a sitting fee, which will pay
streaming
pennants, will end at
book,
and
"glossy"
for the
in the year
and may also be applied towards the the Common, where the Parkman
finished pictures, if the Seniors so Bandstand has been reserved for the
desire.
Boston College adherents.
After
the band has played, cheers have
rent the air of Boston and various
Students are requested to \ speakers have addressed the assem( refrain from throwing used ) blage, the
entire entourage will
( copies of THE HEIGHTS \
( around the buildings
and ) proceed to the Hotel Kenmore to
( campus.
) welcome the warriors from the
Bronx with a few cheers.

On

(

Member of Law School Faculty Takes Over
New Post in Haverhill, October 4,

2

THE

The Boston

College Heights

?

By EDDIE O'BRIEN

NOT

a sub minimum
. anything
bordering on the multi-syllabic is

'35

Editor-in-Chief
Jr., '35

taboo.

Managing Editor

C. Henry Murphy, '35
News Editor

Steven Fleming, '35
Feature Editor

William A. Kean, '35
Sports Editor

Joseph E.

Donovan,

.

.

.

.

Anybody who took part in last
year's night before rallies needs no
exhortation concerning tomorrow
evening .
. we'll all be there to
tender the mighty Rams a welcome
that'll give them something to talk
about when they get back to the
Bronx . . rally starts at 8 bells at
.

William H. G. Giblin, '35
Business Manager

.

John J.

Edward L. Fitzmaurice, '36
Circulation Manager

Murphy, '35

Treasurer

Cleveland Circle with a bonfire
torches will be supplied
and
noise makers are welcome
so
.

.

.

.

.

.

...
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bring HER along

.

. . but please
to be

No. 3 remember that the noise is

confined to the vocal and instrumental . .
the sound of tinkling
Half a Penny a Day
glass, the crash of fire bells and the
whine of sirens aren't what we want
. . . and such stuff can make further
IT were possible fully to those souls less fortunate than we
impossible.
rallies
realize the complete, instinctive may continue, is hardly inspiring.
?T?
abnegation of the Mission Fathers, Conditions are so utterly different
The band will be there . . . speakand clearly to visualize the conditions in the mission fields than they are
of which reminds us that those
ing
under which they are laboring, no here that a true conscience could
who skidded up to Springfield last
Boston College man worthy of the never permit overlooking
their Saturday heard the best Boston Colname could possibly forego placing
needs once we were in possession of lege band in the history of Heights
. much more volume
some offering, no matter how small, the true facts.
But still
our horn footers .
and military power to the music . . .
in the mite box once a week. No average donation
is such an infor which Tabloid offers sincere
Catholic college man who knew the finitesimal part of our weekly
ex- felicitations to its instructors.
facts would fail willingly to deny penditure. And this in view of the
Continuing the musical motif, you
himself some of the many non-esfact that those who do give some- won't recognize the Villanova band
sentials which he purchases during
when it prances down to Alumni
thing are receiving the invaluable
. from what
Field next month .
the course of a week. To forego
spiritual benefits promised them.
looked like a bus driver's symphony
just one of those habitual purchases
If every Boston College man will (and they used the bus driving term
would mean more than most of us
.

IF

.

.

realize.
The average mite box collection
for the past two weeks has hardly
been commendable. Slightly less
than forty dollars per week was
donated by the entire student body
for use in the Jamaica missions?
forty dollars from some thirteen
hunched men.

An average of one

Cakes and Ale
Steven Fleming

?T?

much space this week, so
we'll boil everything down to
.

J. O'Brien,

October 3, 1934

in their editorial columns last week,
so we're not being the least disrespectful), they've graduated to a
high stepping, smartly marching
outfit, pompously clad in brilliant
West Pointish uniforms . . . which
calls for more congratulations.

TABLOID

Official newspaper of Boston College, published on Wednesday during the
academic year, except the Christmas and Easter holidays, by the students of Boston
Entered as second class matter at the
College, Chestnut Hill, Boston 67, Mass.
Boston Post Office.
Subscription price, $2.00 per year. Advertising rates furnished on request.

Edward
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Hardly the largest, but certainly
one of the most beautiful stadia in
the country will enjoy further distinction from now on, for tomorrow
above the Alumni Field score board
the Telechron Company will install
a huge football clock . . which will
keep spectators, coaches and players
informed of the time to the last
second of play . . . and a roaring
klaxon which will announce the end
of a period
. few colleges can
boast of this innovation, but its
value from a spectator's point of
view will no doubt bring about its
prevalent use before many years
have passed.
?T?
.

.

.

I was sitting on the stands this
it struck me how
heterogeneous Boston College was.
Down on the field were a crowd of
football players, centers and backs;
each one performing a different
operation at the same time. Several
were kicking the ball, but each had
his own individual variations on the
conventional, cut-and-dried motions.
And whenever a ball rose in the air,
it had a different curve and a dif-

afternoon and

ferent altitude; so that

an observer
was always kept in a slight, though
usually subsconscious, state of suspense between the time the ball was
kicked and the time it was received.

One would always have to wonder
what would be the particular destiThis clock is but another example nation of this ball.
of Father Frank Sullivan's foreAround the track bounding the
sight and vision . . . and the manner field various members of the track
in which he introduces such up-tosquad were running. But no one
the-minute innovations makes it the of them raised a leg and set it
more admirable
no crashing of down in exactly the same fashion as
cymbals and beating of drums to any of his team mates; each one
announce that another forward step of them was markedly different
has been taken (as has been and from all the others.
A number of the Fathers were
will be done elsewhere) . . better
to act and let others speak for you. perambulating round while reading
?T?
the office of the day. This office is
The first of several football a set thing, I believe, and gives
dances will find Boston College and little room for variation from
Fordham adherents gathering in priest to priest. Nevertheless, each
the Main Ballroom of the Bradford one started at a different time, and
Friday night . . the last time such suffered his individual interruptions.
an affair took place (and in this One found this passage important,
same hotel) the Eagle had snapped perhaps, while another did not dethe horns of a supposedly superior vert particularly to the meaning.
Ram a few hours before
so we'll Even if two found emphasis in the
see you again.
same phrase, one might conceive of
...

.

.

...

it
as
"very significant" while
another saw it as "profound."
To cap the antitheses, and oppose
still another group to three already
distinguished enough from each
other and within their various members. A few feet below me, a group
of half-baked juniors were undergoing the throes of intellectual
birth with a heated discussion on the
nature of the universal idea. Every
one of them found at least one note
in his version of the idea to distinguish his point of view from that
of the whole assembly. Each, as
far as I could see, differed radically from all orthodox interpretations of the theory.
Making
these observations, I
could not help recalling the remark
of Aristotle that man was the most
moveable of all beings. He is the
recipient of the most inclinations,
passions, desires. He is most flexible to his environment and yet he
is superior and independent of it.
One minute he may tend to this desire and a second afterwards to that
or he may keep one course over a
period of years. But even when he
does hold to one point of view for
a long time, the intensity with which
his attitude is charged varies from
time to time. He is different from
himself. He is different from every-

else.
So much is this true, that when a
thought reoccurs to a man after a
long time, it carries with it a sense
of strangeness.
And sometimes a
phenomenon which is most baffling
to the understanding occurs. Four or
five persons are together, each occupied with his own thoughts, and
they all simultaneously utter the
same statement. All in all, life resembles that type of ultra-modern
music where the various choirs of
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 6)
one

give ten cents per week ?hardly a
sacrifice when compared to the good

it will do?then well over one hundred dollars can be sent every week
to be used in furthering the work of
Singularly it is scarcely
God.
worthy of mention; collectively it
means much. And by so doing we
can, in this meagre way, share the

work of those who live "Ad Maeach
jorem Dei Gloriam."
man, given in order that the work
E. J. O'B., '35.
of bringing the light of Truth to

penny

every two days from

The One Twenty-five Boys

THERE

act
s

lit in a pipe bum
ver and smoke cooler
?

,

;

\

is a standing joke here have no interest in the school and
at Boston College about the its activities; they would appear to
very little interest in
the
number of classes and the numerous have
friendships which can be so easily
laboratories which the pre-medical made at college.
students are obliged to attend. It
Men of this calibre are receiving
is said that the less ambitious stu- the least part of a college education.
dents are able to get home and see They have their classes, which are
the family as often as once a fort- very good in themselves, but they
night. Whether this statement is never feel the enthusiasm, the loyalty and the friendships which are
true or not is questionable, but there ,; so
essentially collegiate. Only the
is no question that there are too students who really know their
many students here who seem to es- classmates, who participate in the
teem their families so highly that many activities which the college
they are only infrequently seen at offers, only the students who have
seen the sun set over the Tower
Chestnut Hill.
These are the chaps who arrive Building, are actually enjoying colat, school two minutes before their lege.
first class in the morning and race
It isn't necessary to leave every
off the grounds as soon as their last day at 1.25 P.M.
class is concluded. They seem to
P. V. P.

A Place for Your Car

FREEDOM

is an elusive status
which all men crave. Speeches,
books, blood, sweat, curses, prayers,
and revolutions, all have been employed in the hope of its attainment.
But, like other objects of men's
desires, freedom is an end whose attainment involves complications,
inconvenience, confusion, and chaos.

unrestrained indulgence of certain
appetites leads to consequences
quite unbargained for. Yet it is impossible, in fact quite common, for
him to lose sight of this "principle
of percentage," and overlook the
axiom of "freedom through restraint."
A pointed example has reared its
ugly head in the college parking
space.
It has been pointed out
(many more times than once), that
students should not park their cars
in injudicious fashion. Yet there
have been students (so physical
evidence indicates), who have persisted in parking their automobiles
in a manner which menaces the
liberty of others, and this the perfectly legitimate liberty of driving

It would hardly seem exigent to indicate to intelligent men the impracticability of absolute freedom
of act. When expressed in terms of
driving on the right-hand side of
the street, or refraining from firing
a revolver at a lady's breast, or of
thumbing one's nose in the face of
policemen, the obviousness of the
principle's value runs to the point
of being ridiculous, and nothing less.
But the nature of man and of home!
his appetites is such as to oftenIt is a matter of pride for men to
times obscure the judgments of his recognize the preference of order to
For instance, a man liberty unrestrained.
intellect.
knows, is cognizant of the fact, that
L. M.

soggy residue or heel
in the pipe bowl

?

no
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RAMS PRIMED FOR
HOLIDAY CONTEST

Curran, Avery, Driscoll
Star in Victory

BILL KEAN

*

*

*

*

The unfortunate fall shattered
any hopes which the Italian adherents may have had for a new
world record. The gameness of the

visiting - star was evident when he
continued to run and win, covered
with painful scratches which are
always associated with a fall on the

cinders.
*

Johnny

the death struggle of the morrow a screaming Eagle
leaves his aerie by the light of the moon Thursday night to tell
New England's capital city in a night of revel of the advent of the
fabled Fordham Ram. The festivities which will take the form of a
motorcade to the scene of the rally. The Parkman Bandstand in the
heart of Boston, promises to surpass anything of this nature ever
attempted before in this city of culture.
Boston's citizenry once again is privileged to give witness
to the reincarnated spirit so suddenly and sweepingly aroused a
year ago under the towers at University Heights.
The advance
plans call for a demonstration, the like of which has not been
seen in the Hub in a thousand moons. All manner of conveyances,
including hearses and tally-so and so's will make up the procession to the intown district.
The Student A. A. headed by Bob Curran, has arranged an attractive and diversified program for the assembled throng, including a
number of surprise features to be disclosed hereafter. Captain Dave
Couhig will do the honors (until nine o'clock only) for the team, followed by the Coach and a number of the Fordham celebrities.
Those who attended the Centre and Holy Cross rallies a year
ago will remember the demonstrations of the student body, and
the attendant throngs who filed out to the Heights on the following afternoon. A similar result is looked for on October 12th.
Remember all that is asked of the student body is your presence
at the rally and cooperation in the matter of cheering when called
upon. We must impress. Individually we cannot do so. It is
possible only by a show of massed strength and willing coordination. Remember, the success or failure of the venture rests with
-*-

year ago.

*

The veteran Italian star was far
out in front of the field coming up
the stretch on the third lap, when
(as we saw it) a fellow countryman
endeavoring to photograph his idol
in the act of defeating the Americans, stood directly in front of the
approaching runner. Beccali seemed
confused for a split second and possibly took his mind off the race
whereby he tripped on the wooden
guard rail on the inside of the track
and went sprawling.
*

T) RIMED for

*

*

*

*

Downey,

who

finished

third in this event, is a member of
the Boston College junior class and
one of Jack Ryder's stellar middledistance men.

The New York eleven boasts a
contingent
of capable reserves,
which, under the Crowley system,
should see much service at Alumni
Field. It was such a similar group
which sent the final thrust of the
Maroon and Gold crashing back on
its heels in '33. Denied for three
full periods the Fordham power asserted itself in its sterling reserve
strength to blast the Eagle victory
hopes.
Listed among the host which spells
the first team men are Bill Curran,
whose offensive exhibitions parallel
those of our own backfield star, Bob
Curran, oddly enough, his namesake.
Dulkie, Mulrey and Palan, the latter
a place kicking specialist, are a competent trio who impressed against
the Westminster collegians.
Coach McKenney will have his
entire force on the firing line on the
holiday afternoon, and advance
indications point to a melee rivaling
the famous 3-0 classic in '32. The
genial Eagle mentor is more than
anxious to master the New Yorkers,
a feat which few aggregations have
boasted since the inception of the
Crowley regime.

alone.
A number of rivalries recur annually with the meeting between
the Eagle and the Ram, not the least of which is the battle of music
with the applause of the crowd as the guerdon of victory. Both of the
rival musical organizations boast of talented groups, a fact which is
proven with each successive clash. One of the prettiest pictures of
the day is the mass formation of the two bands stepping smartly down
the field. It's worth the price of admission alone.
you

The showing of the 400 meter relay team which had Ed Calvin of
Harvard, ex-Captain Johnny McManus, Captain John Joyce and Ed
Cady, freshman star, as the members of the American quartet, was
as good as could be expected considering the lack of practice handicaping the team.

*

*

10:45

Mass
Instruction
Recess

11:00

Rosary

11:15

Instruction
Recess
Way of the Cross
Instruction
Benediction

9:30
10:00

12:00
12:45
1:05
1:50

yards on the next two plays to put

the ball on the 15-yard ribbon.
Avery,
taking
the ball from
Flaherty on a delayed buck, bulled
his way through tackle, outran the
Maroon secondary and scored with
ease. Flaherty made short work of
the conversion by placement and the
scoreboard showed 7-0 for the
visitors.

I E. L.

Schedule of Freshman Retreat

Umberto Cerati displayed true
champion form in almost lapping
Joe McCluskey in the 3,000 meter
event. McCluskey, former Fordham
Frank Lang, member of the class
star, competed under the colors of of '33, gave an impressive perthe N. Y. A. C. Cerati's victory formance, finishing third in the
was a repetition of a European race 3,000 meters.
a few years back when he defeated
his rival by a stride.

in subjection by a stubborn
of Gymnasts for the first
half, Boston College broke loose in
the third and fourth periods to completely whip Springfield last Saturday in a sea of mud by a 14-0 score.
The mire more than held up the
Eagle attack for but one good offensive march was made in the first
half and this was culminated at the
Springfield nine-yard line, where a
first down was missed by inches.
Defensively the Maroon and Gold
exhibited consistent strength that
delighted its followers and promises
trouble for all future opponents.
But the second half made up for
early disappointment and the Eagles
flashed unmistakeable power. Bob
Curran took the kickoff and raced
fifty yards through a broken field to
the Springfield 40-yard stripe. This
was the spark that the team needed.
Curran broke through to the 34, and
Avery,
running
like
a
steer,
smashed to a first down on the 26.
Curran was bumped on the next
play, being supplanted by Driscoll
and the advance continued. Brennan
and Driscoll combined for eleven
Held
group

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 6)
In keeping with the tradition of
past years the Rams will present a

showing of the American

EAGLES CRUSH

GYMNASTS, 14-0

athletes last Friday at the Harvard stadium in the Italian-Ameri- forward wall averaging 200 lbs.
can meet was exactly what was ex- from end to end. Captain "Les"
pected by all the local coaches.
Borden of Everett, Massachusetts,
Although the Americans garnered 8
becomes the second Greater Boston
out of a possible 13 first places they
lad to lead the Rose Hill entry. Repink
were nevertheless far from the
of condition. ? Their showing, al- turning as veteran linesmen are
though praiseworthy, could have Wolfendale and Waldron, flanked by
been much better had the meet
a formidable group of heavyweights,
taken place in the spring or sumamong whom are Meaney, Tritha,
mer when the local tracksters are
Leidinowicz, Tako and Sabo.
having their scheduled outdoor conIn the backf.eld Cambridge Freddy
tests.
"The Fearless One," will
Harlon,
Luigi Beccali, the 1500 meter
Sarousky,
Maroon.
champion, certainly lived up to his direct the
and
Maniaci
the
complete
Sorota
European reputation by turning in
replace
the
latter
to
group,
destined
splendid time for the distance, considering he had been delayed by a the immortal Danowski, who gleaned
All American honors at Fordham a
fall on the third leg of the race.
*

EYE

EAGLE'S

Crowley Coached Eleven
Engages Eagles at
Alumni Field

By William G. Hayward

THE

THE

Far from satisfied with their lead,
tha Eagles started another march
shortly after the ensuing- kickoff.
Starting at their 43-yard line, Driscoll and Avery, alternating in the
carrying role, hammered out three
first downs to the Gymnast 21-yard
line. This march was featured by
a fake criss-cross that continually
pulled the Springfield line out of
position.
Within the shadow of
their goal posts, the home team
rallied and stopped two B. C. line
plays, but Flaherty took to the air
and passed to Furbush, who was
run outside on the 2-yard line.
In three shots Driscoll scored,
stabbing the line behind the charge
of Dave Couhig for the second
touchdown. Again Flaherty split
the bars for the extra point and
brought the score to 14-0. The entire squad played the rest of the
game at various intervals and succeeded in thwarting successfully
Springfield's belated fourth period
rally.

BAND IN INITIAL

APPEARANCE
Undaunted by unfavorable
weather conditions, manifesting the
well-known Boston College spirit,
the band made its initial debut of
the season on the Springfield gridiron. Exhibiting excellent harmony
and co-ordination, the band added
a fitting collegiate atmosphere to
the rather gloomy surroundings of
Saturday's fray.
Especial commendation is due the
members of the band who worked
so well under the most trying conditions. The fine grade of music
presented is a tribute to Mr. Ecker,
director of Boston College Musical
organizations.

GRIMES PRINTING CO.

PRINTERS OF THE HEIGHTS AND OF
OTHER WELL KNOWN PUBLICATIONS
LlBerty 3355-3356
Remember: We do Political Printing at Reasonable Prices
Send for Estimates

368 Congress Street

Boston, Mass.

Schedule of Senior Retreat

*

Milton Green of Harvard, a transfer from Cornell, who will compete
for the Crimson this year, stole the
show with his three first places.
The events were the 100 meter dash,
110 high hurdles, and the running
broad jump. Green is a former
Newton High track captain, and
came from the Ithacan college two
years ago.

9:30
10:00-10:30
10:30-11:00

Mass

11:00-11:30

Recess
Instruction
Recess
Instruction
Benediction

11:30-12:00 N
12:00- 1:00
1:00- 1:30

L3O- 2:00

Instruction
Spiritual Reading and Rosary
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Here we understand the apparel preferences of the
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THE HEIGHTS

October 3, 1934

LAW SCHOOL NOTES SOPHS ELECT
HISTORIANS TALK FAGAN TAKES POST LIBRARY EXPANDS
LARGE INCREASE
SECTION HEADS
ON NAPOLEON AS NEW PROFESSOR
CIRCULATION

Cakes and Ale

IN GENERAL CHEM.

With a total enrollment of 285
students in the law school, a distinct
advance has been made over the attendance of former years. The largest class is in the first year of the
evening division with 79 students.
The first year day class numbers 48.
Approximately 50 students will
complete the course this year for
the LL.B. degree. The total enrollment in the night division, which
numbers 175, is larger than the day
division, with 112 students; this is
partly accounted for by the larger
entering class and the further fact
that there are four classes in the
evening schedule.
Three
elections,

selected:
Class of

Election Results
classes have already held
with the following officers
Fourth Year Evening,
1935: Fred A. Moncewicz,

President;

Laurence J. Gillis, VicePresident; Charles P. Paone, Secretary; Lawrence G. Healey, Treasurer. Third Year Day, Class of
1935: William E. Bennett, Jr., President; Thomas F. Curtin, Vice-President; John J. Riley, Secretary;
Theodore P. Gahan, Treasurer.
Third Year Evening, Class of 1936:
Harvey L. Titus, President; John J.
FitzGerald, Vice-President; Charles
O. Dooley, Secretary; Sylvester A.
Lyons, Treasurer. Other classes will
hold elections during the coming
week.
Student ERA employment has
been provided for a total of thirtyfive, who have been variously assigned to work in the field of legal
research. The results of these special studies will be available to all
in the law school both this year and
next. Other law school activities,
such as the Nisi Prius Club and the
law clubs, will hold meetings shortly.

lon, B; George McDonough, C; Peter
Murphy, D; John McNulty, E; John
Coughlan, F; James Bonner, G; Edmund Cavan, H; Stanley Driscoll,
PH.B., and James Dunn, B.S.
A meeting of these representatives convened after the election.
Richard Kelly, '37, President of
Sophomore, outlined plans for the
fall term. The plans include an informal dance, a raffle and an Athletic Night in the form of a smoker.
These plans are not definite, but the

Changes

faculty of the Chemistry Department. Mr. Fagan, formerly instructor in the courses of Qualitative and
Quantitative Analysis, is now in
charge of General Chemistry, as
well as instructing in Stoichiometry.
Mr. Fieckers, S.J., has been appointed instructor in Qualitative and
Quantitative Analysis, while Dr.
Guerin, formerly in charge of General Chemistry, is now lecturing in

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)
ing, which should be subsidiary in
a history society.
Today at 3 P.M., in Room 117 of
the Science Building, John A. McCarthy, president of the society, will
speak on "Metternich, Coachman of
Europe." This talk promises to be
the Graduate School.
quite interesting since it concerns a
very important and unusual character.
Sodality
representatives will meet next Frisociety now possesses thirtyThe
day to determine upon them.
Friday
five active members, and Mr. Kirley,
S.J., faculty moderator, anticipates
more applications today.
Rev. T. J. Quinn, S.J., last year's
At the close of the last meeting moderator for the Freshman-SophoMr. Kirley outlined the First Se- more Sodality, will again conduct
mester program, which contains the weekly meetings, every Friday
three talks by Rev. J. F. X. Murphy, afternoon, in the Library AuditoTo avoid conflict with the lunch S.J., on the vital question of "Ma- rium.
Father
Quinn urges all
period and the following classes and sonry." A large attendance is ex- Freshmen and Sophomores to join
quizzes for its members the senior- pected for the ever-enlightening in this tribute to the Blessed Virgin,
junior Sodality will hereafter meet talks by Father Murphy.
which usually consists in a short
at 2:45 p. m., in the Senior AssemSpecial attention is called to the talk by the moderator, followed by
bly Hall, it was made known at last program for the first semester, selected prayers and hymns. The
Monday's session of that organizawhich is printed elsewhere in this date of the first meeting will be
tion by William Fitzsimmons, '35, issue.
announced later by the moderator.
prefect.
James Z. Farley, a member of the
advisory board of the Sodality,
lectured on the life of Mrs. Mary
Baker Eddy, the founder of Christian Science.
The Editors have been asked to publish the following program of

'37-'38

Meets

CHANGES TIME

OF MEETINGS

pastor

The officers this year are William
Fitzsimmons, '35, prefect; Donald
Shannon,

'35,

vice-prefect; John
McGee, '35, secretary, and Timothy
McDonough, '35, James Z Farley,

'35, James Hart, '35, and Grover
Cronin, '35, members of the advisory
board.

PLEASE PATRONIZE
THE HEIGHTS
ADVERTISERS

Freshman Acquainted
With Many Exhibits

have been effected in the

In the past few years, under the
direction of the Rev. William M.
Stinson, S.J., the Boston College Library has been expanding at a
steady pace.
The number of volumes in the library shows a great
increase, an addition of nearly 70,000 books since 1928, incidentally
the year the library moved into the

building it now occupies.
An interesting phase of the library's circulation is the fact that
nearly twice as many books were
taken out last year as were circulated the previous year. Due to this
increase in interest, plans are being
made by the staff to handle an even
greater

With the view of obtaining the
interest of the new Freshman class,
the assistant librarian, Mr. O'Laughlin, intends to have an exhibition
soon to acquaint them with the
many interesting rooms in the library. During this week the students may see many rare and ancient works in which the library
abounds.

program

the Von Pastor Historical Society:
Oct. 10?Metternich, Coachman of Europe, John A. McCarthy, '35.
Oct. 17?Restoration of Bourbons, Frederick Delaney, '35.
Oct. 24?Masonry I, Its Origin and History, Rev. J. F. X. Murphy, S.J.
Nov. 7?Masonry 11, Its Structural Organization and Varieties, Rev.
J. F. X. Murphy, S. J.
Nov. 14?Napoleon 11, James A. Dorsey, '37.
Nov. 21?Masonry 111, Its Political and Religious Character, Rev. J.
F. X. Murphy, S.J.
Dec. s?Wililam lof Germany, Arthur Buckley, '37.
Dec. 12?St. Peter Canisius (Illustrated), Rev. Martin P. Harney, S.J.
Dec. 19?Bismarck, William J. Collins, Jr., '36.
Jan.
9?Cavour, John T. Daley, '36.

number of patrons this com-

ing year.

I Totem
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Fifty Students to Gain The Sophomores elected their First Semester Program
room representatives last Friday.
Law Degrees This Year The following men were
elected: Announced by Moderator;
Michael Mooney, Sect. A; John ConMetternich Next Topic

(Continued from Page 2. <"01. 6)
the orchestra play in different tempos and only come into any sort of
harmony occasionally and then only
for one beat. This is an inverted
metaphor, for it is really that this
type of music resembles life. Art,
and very photographically in this
case, simulates nature.
The more contact I have with any
community, the more perennially it
reduces me to surprise. Questions
naturally spring up when one examines even the simplest object. But
when the object is so complex a
thing as a man, these questions
multiply. And when the object is
an aggregate of two thousand individual men, one ultimately gives
up in hopeless or humorous despair.
So when a person says he knows a
place, a community; one can be
quite certain that he means that he
has brushed the surface and given
up.
Such a statement is not a
claim to real knowledge. It is the
formula of the contemporary mind
which protects it from the sense of
its inferiority to matter which has
not shown itself entirely subservient to his understanding. And
it is the veil of world-weariness
fallen across eyes which might have
shone with the same radiant wonder
as Adam's had when they first
opened to the glorious unicity of
God, the world, himself.
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GALA MIDNIGHT DANCE THURSDAY NIGHT
Dancing 8 p.m. till 4 a.m. No Advance in Prices
Night before the Holiday
Also Friday and Saturday Nights
Direct from NEW YORK City
?

TED BLACK

ORCHESTRA

Popular Request Return Engagement
Free Auto Parking
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The

Garden Restaurant
and

Cafeteria
"Like Eating at Home"
Beer on draught
Open from 6 A. M. to

12 Midnight

1916-18 Beacon Street
At Cleveland Circle
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kinds of

apples-but they all have a spicy aroma and
flavor which seems to "season" a cigarette
better than any other kind that grows.
The right Turkish is costly-but it adds
something to Chesterfield's milder better
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Eagle Tour
SEE DON

MACDONALD '36
or

bob Mcdonald '35
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Where collegians all meet
-4 good place to eat
Good sandwiches, Hearty beer
Promotes good cheer.
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and Visit our tobaccofactory. We think you will
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